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'Modern Heroes' is a website that integrates digital
safety into its lessons on social media campaigning.
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The website is linked to a series of
offline training courses implemented
by a team of young social activists
based in Hanoi. They have trained
over 100 other young activists, and
helped to support several successful
social campaigns.
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Tia Sang Vietnam Initiative

Building Digital Citizenship in
Vietnam

Moving from skills to consciousness
DRL supports the SecDev Foundation to build
the foundation for digital citizenship in Vietnam
through:

• Thousands of secondary school students
participated in Safer Internet Day 2016 (firsttime event in Vietnam).

• Targeted digital literacy campaigns for youth
and social activists.

• A celebrity Cyber Ambassador, singer Bao Thy,
raised digital literacy awareness among her 5.5
million Page fans.

• Support for policy advocacy efforts that
promote internet freedom principles.

• Hundreds of Vietnamese youth contributed
artwork, videos and photographs to awarenessraising campaigns.

When the project started, digital literacy was at
ground zero in Vietnam. There were no organized
initiatives to support youth in learning cyber
security and digital literacy basics. Over the
project’s first two years:

• Over 200,000 Page fans receive regular cyber
security and digital literacy updates.
• Thousands of young Vietnamese have
completed a 15-question digital safety threat
assessment.

• Tens of thousands of Vietnamese youth
activated two-step authentication on Facebook
and email for the first time (measured with the
help of an SMS service provider).

• Hundreds of young social activists have
received targeted training on digital safety and
social media campaigning.
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Tia Sang Vietnam Initiative

The project's main outreach vehicle is Chong Hack ('Fight Hacking' at www.chonghack.com), with over 100,000 Facebook fans. Campaigns
run through the site have spurred tens of thousands of youth in Vietnam to use two-factor authentication to protect their accounts
(among other digital safety learnings).

In addition to maintaining its outreach activities for
Vietnamese youth and social activists, the project
will now focus on:

The project has worked with NGOs in Vietnam
to establish the importance of digital literacy
in the minds of youth, educators and policy
makers. In March 2017, the project supported an
important event – a national Symposium on Digital
Citizenship.

• Research and policy advocacy in support of
digital citizenship and the benefits of an open,
accessible internet in Vietnam.

International experts from UNESCO and DQ
Institute (Singapore) introduced Vietnamese
government policy-makers to digital citizenship
concepts, and the need to add digital citizenship
into the formal school curriculum beginning at
primary school level.

Numerous roundtables and other events will
introduce key government policy makers to the
benefits of including digital citizenship education
in Vietnamese schools.
Key partners in Vietnam include:

Specific initiatives underway to strengthen digital
citizenship awareness include:

• Vietnet-ICT, an NGO focused on ICT education.
• Vietnam Program on Internet and Society
(VPIS), a new research centre.

• Supporting a digital safety peer mentoring
network at the secondary school level.

• Vietnam Internet Association, a quasi-state
industry association.

• Supporting a graphic artist network to
crowdfund a manga graphic novel adventure
with a digital literacy focus.

• Wake It Up, a start-up that promotes youth
social activism.

• Supporting young social activists to crowdfund
social media campaigns in a secure manner.
• Supporting, via liaison and fundraising efforts,
the full translation and localization of the www.
dqworld.net free online portal for children,
parents and educators.
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Impact story

Celebrity Cyber Ambassador Reaches
Youth on Digital Safety Awareness

The event saw Singapore’s DQ Institute find two potential partners to translate their ‘Digital
Intelligence Quotient’ online learning portal into Vietnamese.

How to grab youth attention to digital safety?
Competing for space on social media is an
uphill battle against cat videos and food porn.
Following the project’s successful, celebrityled ‘Chong Hack Facebook’ (Fight Facebook
Hacking) campaign, we hired star singer Bao
Thy to act as Cyber Ambassador. This role
primarily sees Bao Thy post digital safety
material to her Facebook fanpage. After only
seven posts, it is clear that Bao Thy is able to
generate a much higher rate of engagement
than the project’s other posts. The use of a
Cyber Ambassador is an important step in
bringing online safety to a mainstream youth
audience in Vietnam.

5.5 Million

Page fans guarantee an
audience for Bao Thy’s
digital safety posts.
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impact story

Digital Citizenship raised as an
education policy issue in Vietnam

The event saw Singapore’s DQ Institute find two potential partners to translate their ‘Digital
Intelligence Quotient’ online learning portal into Vietnamese.

A one-day symposium on digital citizenship
held on 22 February in Hanoi saw a highly
successful start to the project’s policy advocacy
goals. The timely event was held just as the
VN government is turning its attention to the
need for digital literacy education for youth
within the formal education system. Two
regional experts introduced digital citizenship
concepts to an audience of 100 policy-makers,
educators, civil society and private sector
reps. Following the symposium, a government
official attending a UNESCO event on digital
citizenship in Bangkok, and partner NGO
Vietnet-ICT has drafted a set of exciting
follow-up activities to continue engaging with
government partners on online safety and
digital citizenship.

“I was impressed by the
student club! TN Media is a
high school student club the
engages students at their
school on this topic… We
like to highlight the need for
student ambassadors, and
they fit the bill.”

UNESCO’s Melizza Tan on youth-led digital literacy
efforts in Vietnam
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Impact story

‘Protect Your Secrets’ campaign
highlights phishing vulnerability in
Vietnam

A ‘fake’ free Wi-Fi login screen prompted over 11,000 people at Ho Chi Minh City’s Tan Son Nhat Airport to risk giving
up their email password – they were warned to stop and think, and provided with a link to the campaign’s minisite at
www.khongbatmi.com

Safer Internet Day 2017 in Vietnam saw the
launch of the #KhongBatMi campaign to
raise awareness on digital safety, particularly
phishing techniques and how to recognize
them. A minisite at www.khongbatmi.com
provided information on 5 fundamental steps
toward digital security, and asked visitors
to sign a pledge committing themselves to
these 5 steps (strong/unique passwords,
two-factor protection, legitimate software,
phishing awareness, safe file sharing). While
1,200 signed the pledge, the total reach of
the campaign was much greater, with over
125,000 people viewing the campaign’s three
humorous videos.

1,200

Internet users signed
a pledge to take five
basic steps toward
increased digital
security.
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impact story

Quiz fInds Vietnamese youth scoring
low on awareness of public Wi-Fi
risks

Using public Wi-Fi for online transactions is a key risk area to address.

Are youth in Vietnam interested in digital
security? With over 4,500 young internet
users completing an online digital security
quiz in only two weeks, the answer is definitely
yes. The completion rate was over 80%,
comparatively high for a 15-question online
quiz. By taking the quiz, youthful internet
users learned the best means to deal with a
number of digital risk situations – such as
online shopping, file sharing and securing
their devices. What did we learn? That despite
some areas of strength, such as awareness
of two-factor authentication, there are still
significant digital safety knowledge gaps for
most Vietnamese youth. Less then 40% could
identify the strongest of three passwords or
recognize the need to use private networks for
online transactions

"No less than 71.5% of 4,534
quiz respondents reported
that ‘they or their friends’ had
lost a Facebook account to
hackers. A further 14.2% said
that ‘hackers had tried but
failed’ to hack their account.
Even if the threat is
exaggerated, the perception
among Vietnam youth is that
hackers are everywhere."
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Impact story

Safer Internet Day 2016 shows youth
interest and support for online
safety

Youth hold examples of the artwork submitted to the ‘Online dung cach – Khong lo bi hack’ (Don’t be hacked) safer
internet contest.

Vietnam’s first-ever Safer Internet Day saw
thousands of youth participate in online and
offline digital safety activities. The success
of the event, organized in collaboration with
Hanoi NGO Live & Learn, showed the value of
using mainstream efforts to promote internet
safety. Building from Live & Learn’s earlier
work promoting online kindness, the ‘Tu Te
Online’ (Kindness Online) Facebook Page drew
a significant audience via user-generated
content – the stories, photos and videos
submitted to online contests.

Over 6,000

Youth attended
safer internet events
at 16 high schools
and colleges across
Vietnam.
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upcoming activities

digital Safety Manga novel
Manga is extremely popular among Vietnamese youth. Graphic illustrator
collective Comicola (www.comicola.com) is writing, designing and
producing a graphic novel that will be launched in part via a crowdfunding
campaign on Comicola’s new Vietnamese-market crowdfunding tool,
www.betado.com.
The project will distribute the graphic novel among Vietnamese secondary
school students, including those at a top school in Hanoi that has a peer
learning group on digital safety.
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